Superior marginal pellucid degeneration

Degeneração marginal pelúcida superior
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ABSTRACT

Pellucid marginal corneal degeneration (PMCD) is a rare bilateral noninflammatory ectatic peripheral corneal disorder, usually involving the inferior portion of the cornea, separated from limbus by an area of normal corneal thickness. There is protrusion of the cornea above the thinning area, resulting in high irregular astigmatism. Corneal Topography shows the characteristic, but not pathognomonic, image of a “butterfly wing”. A patient with superior PMCD - an atypical presentation of the disease - is presented, highlighting the importance of the inclusion of PMCD as a diagnostic hypothesis, in cases of non-inflammatory peripheral corneal thinning that does not compromise only the inferior corneal area.
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RESUMO

A degeneração marginal pelúcida (DMP) é uma ectasia corneana rara. Caracteriza-se por afinamento periférico, sem sinais inflamatórios, tipicamente inferior e bilateral, separado do limbo por área de espessura normal. Há protrusão da córnea acima da área de afinamento, resultando em elevado astigmatismo irregular. À topografia corneana, obtém-se a imagem característica, porém não patognomônica, em “asa de borboleta”. Relata-se, nesse caso, um paciente com DMP superior - apresentação atípica da doença - destacando a importância da inclusão da DMP como hipótese diagnóstica nos casos de afinamentos corneanos periféricos não inflamatórios, que não comprometam apenas a região inferior da córnea.
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INTRODUCTION

Pellucid marginal degeneration (PMD) is a rare idiopathic corneal ectasia. It is characterized by the peripheral, non-inflammatory and non-ulcerative thinning of the cornea, as well as absence of opacity, neovascularization and deposit of corneal associated. The thinning occurs, characteristically, on the lower area, within 4 to 8 hours, in a growing range of 1-2 mm, being separated from the corneoescleral limbus by area of normal thickness. The corneal protrusion occurs above the thinning, in an area of normal thickness.

Usually, the involvement is bilateral and asymmetric. The incidence is higher in between the second and fifth decades of life, regardless of race or sex. Up to now, there is no evidence of hereditary transmission.

The clinical status is characterized by the slow increase of low visual acuity due to the induction of irregular against-the-rule astigmatism. The topography shows an increase in the curvature in the inferior periphery, extending into the oblique horizontal hemimeridians, and the flattening of the vertical axis. That way, we can obtain the characteristic image, but not pathognomonic, of “butterfly wings”.

The histological study demonstrates that the epithelium of the thinning region is presented intact, while the Bowman’s layer is missing or defective. Despite the typical inferior presentation, there are reports of atypical cases with superior, nasal, temporal thinning and all around the circle of the cornea.

This work aims to report another atypical form of PMD, contributing for the description of such cases and for signaling the importance of the inclusion of the PMD as a diagnostic hypothesis in cases of peripheral inflammatory non corneal thinning that impairs not only the inferior region of the cornea.

CASE REPORT

Male, 57 years, white, retired, was referred to our service of Keratoconus research, due to the significant astigmatism increase report in the previous year. He complained of low visual acuity for 5 years progressive, occasion in which initiated the use of glasses. Ophthalmologic and family background was denied and he presented systemic arterial hypertension comorbidity.

The best correction for visual acuity was 20/200 in the right eye (+0.50DE -5.50DC 80°) and 20/15 in the left eye (+0.75DE -5.50DC 95°).

In the previous biomicroscopy, it was possible to observe a clear cornea in both eyes, without evidence of inflammation, vascularization or epithelial changes, as well as the presence of superior thinning area in the right eye, in growing format, 2 mm from the limbus, extending from 11 to 2 hours (Figure 1); associated with protrusion without thinning on the inferior adjacent cornea. The left eye did not show detectable changes (Figure 2). The remainder of the previous segment, retina mapping and tonometry of applanation showed abnormalities in both eyes.

The corneal topography of both eyes showed irregular against-the-rule astigmatism, with “butterfly wings” pattern located in the superior side (Figure 3).

In the corneal tomography (Pentacam® - Oculus Optikgeräte, Wetzlar, Germany) of the right eye, the vertical Scheimpflug image showed superior band thinning, regular corneal thickness below and above it, the protrusion under the thinning and the central corneal flattening (Figure 4). The left eye remained unchanged.

Figure 1: Peripheral thinning in the right eye.

Figure 2: Normal corneal thickness in the left eye.

Figure 3: Topography with butterfly wing pattern in both eyes.

Figure 4: Image of vertical Scheimpflug (91-271o) with superior peripheral thinning (arrow signal).
In the previous elevation map compared to the best-fit sphere (BFS), we can observe if the peripheral superior elevation, corresponding to the ectasia, in both eyes. (Figure 5)

**Figure 5:** Previous elevation map compared to the best-fit sphere (8 mm).

In pachymetric map, a superior peripheral thinning area in the right eye was identified, which does not appear in the left eye. (Figures 6).

**Figure 6:** Pachymetric map (12 mm).

After the correlation of the physical examination with additional tests, it was established the diagnosis of PMD superior.

As an initial treatment, it was proposed the adaptation to rigid gas permeable contact lenses in his right eye. The best visual acuity reached 20/50, with important superior decentring of the contact lens and discomfort complaint.

Due to this failure, scleral contact lenses became an option, obtaining a satisfactory result as the standard adaptation to the following parameters: base curve 6.75 mm; -6.25 diopters; 16.50 diameter; 9.5 ZO and 4.98 SAG. The visual acuity reached 20/20, associated with the patient satisfaction concerning comfort.

**DISCUSSION**

The differential diagnosis of corneal thinning in peripheral can prove challenging, especially in atypical cases, but is of fundamental importance for correct therapeutic approach. (11, 12)

The initial difference between the inflammatory or non inflammatory causes is necessary. Among the inflammatory causes, we can emphasize keratitis (autoimmune, marginal staphylococcal, caused by rosacea and by exposure) and Moore’s ulcer. In non inflammatory scenarios, the main differential diagnoses are Dellen, Keratoconus, keratoglobus, Terrien’s marginal degeneration and PMD. (13)

Keratoconus is the most common corneal ectasia (2) and the main differential diagnosis of PMD. Generally, it begins during puberty and proceeds until the third or fourth decades of life, (14) while the PMD begins later and has a slow progressive course. (6)

The main diagnosis to be analyzed for the distinction between the two diseases is the feature of corneal thinning; while in PMD it is peripheral and does not match the ectasia area, in Keratoconus, it appears as central or paracentral and coincides with the protrusion. (13,14) In moderate cases, such evaluation may be performed on previous biomicroscopy; however, in cases of incipient PMD, one must resort to additional assessment, as elevation maps and pachymetric.

Besides that, Keratoconus can present commemoratives, such as Fleischer’s ring, Vogt’s striae, Rizutti’s phenomenon and Munson’s sign, (14) missing in the PMD.

The keratoglobus constitutes another important differential diagnosis of PMD and it is distinguished by presenting its beginning at birth, diffuse thinning of the cornea, classic globoid protrusion and astigmatism without major irregularities. (1,15)

It is important to remember that, at the moment, it is not known whether the PMD, the Keratoconus and the keratoglobus are different pathologies or if they represent phenotypic variations of the same disorder. (1,16) Reports from the PMD association with Keratoconus (16) and keratoglobus (15,17) reinforce the idea that there may present different clinical aspects of the pathology. (18,19)

Terrien’s marginal degeneration, on its turn, affects the age group similar to PMD and cause the increase of astigmatism. It differs by the presence of corneal opacity, axial lipid deposits to the thinning and presence of neovascularization. (1,18) However, attention must be paid to the fact that the rare cases of hydrops on PMD are described and may generate scars and new vessels. (1,17,20)

So far, there are no specific and universally accepted topographic ratings for the diagnosis of PMD. (20) It is crucial to have in mind that the “butterfly wings” pattern in the topography does not define the pathology and it may appear in other corneal ectasias, including Keratoconus. This happens because the topographic patterns are artifacts of the representation method of the data and do not describe accurately the shape of the cornea. (1) So, for a correct diagnosis, it is essential that a detailed analysis on the slit lamp and pachymetry, as ways of highlighting the characteristic peripheral thinning. (21)

The vast majority of PMD cases can be properly handled only with clinical treatment. (12, 22) In early stages, the use of glasses is an option. However, with the progression, the correction with glasses is usually not satisfactory due to high irregular astigmatism. (2)

Moderate cases commonly require gas permeable rigid contact lenses, which correct the vision adequately, but its adaptation is difficult because of the unstable centration. An option for better stabilization and tolerance of the lens would be the choice of larger diameters. (17) Another option are bitoric lenses, indicated for oblated corneas. (21, 24) In more advanced cases, scleral lenses can be an option. (17)

Surgical options are considered in cases where there are no improvements with the clinical weaponry and they should be postponed as long as possible, once they present technical difficulties, unpredictability, irreversibility, long rehabilitation and higher rate of complications. (24,25) There are several surgical options available, but there is no consensus on which one would be the most effective. (4) Among them, there appears the penetrating keratoplasty, (1) the lamellar keratoplasty in ascending, (27) the
“tuck in” lamellar keratoplasty (“tuck in lamellar keratoplasty”-TILK), the lamellar wedge resection, intrastromal corneal ring and the crosslinking.
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